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About large dams have been built as a response to meet energy or water need. Nearly half of the worlds rivers have at
least one large.

The type and the chemical nature of the land that is covered by a reservoir may affect the water quality. A
reservoir filled with water pushes a dam downstream a little and tries to make it slant and slide on its
foundation. Utah State University Summary: Though hydropower is renewable energy, construction and
operation of dams harms ecosystem functions and services. Hollows on the dam can also indicate that
floodwater has been overflowing the dam and slowly eroding the downstream slope. Often, small-scale
models are created to check the design. The streams and rivers flowing into the reservoir act as a major source
of pollution as they may be carrying pollutants. The dike has drastically reduced supply of Bhagirathi H2O.
Pesticides and other chemicals from farms and toxic materials from industries can pollute the water. This
ensures that the dam is not overtopped if in case it is flooded by excess floodwater or by waves on windy days.
Effects on flood-dependent ecology and agriculture[ edit ] In many low lying developing countries the savanna
and forest ecology adjacent to floodplains and river deltas are irrigated by wet season annual floods. India
being both upper and lower riparian state has come into struggle with most of its neighbors on H2O
differences. Evaporating water leaves behind salts, which further decrease water quality in the reservoir and
river. The disaster was initially started when the Eigiau Dam, a small gravity dam failed. They needed
different skills to get another job and adequate training was not always provided. Like gravity dams, they are
made to suit to both narrow and wide valleys and they must be constructed on stable rock. However, in
different regions of the world where the climate is very dry for some parts of the year, the soil becomes so dry
that it restricts the growth of vegetation. Reductions in water quantities can increase salinity and make the
water unusable for drinking and irrigation. Beyond making home ground for disease vectors, dikes have been
linked with the spread of non-communicable diseases like quicksilver toxic condition. Pakistan to run into the
demands of its Eastern river canals from the Western rivers by building replacing plants. This has now flooded
the old Tehri town and small towns around the town, thereby displacing more than , people. Concrete dams
have inspection galleries theses are tunnels running through the entire dams. Settlement- Optical instruments
are used to measures levels on the crest of an embankment dam, to check if the height of the dam is reduced.
Even riverine fish adapted to fast current may be lost. If dams are built across wide rivers with large volumes
of flowing water. They can be constructed fairly on any terrain. More than half of the human population lives
in Asia, but the continent has less fresh H2O 3, three-dimensional metres per individual than any other
continent. Civil engineers use this information to find a location and plan the appropriate height of the dam. A
Magnitude 6 earthquake can easily damage structures that are poorly constructed, have weak foundations or
that have not been designed to absorb earthquake shocks. Upstream migrants will arrive at the dam site during
the flow phase. Sometimes for very large dams, there can be a number of batching plants. The flooding of the
reservoir caused over a million people to relocate, then a flood in August was completely captured by the new
reservoir, protecting hundreds of millions of people downstream. This can be achieved by letting water flow
out of the reservoir through the outlet pipes at the bottom of the dam, so that the sediments easily get flushed
out. The dam foundation generally needs to be below the ground level of the dam. The depth of the water in
the reservoir, temperature difference between the water at the top of the reservoir and the bottom and its flow
can also affect the oxygen levels. The Tibetan tableland is the beginning of major rivers of Asia and is
controlled by China. Most rivers carry large amounts of suspended silt and sand, and dams trap sediments
normally deposited downstream. Satpura National Park comprises the nucleus zone and the staying country of
4, The entire figure of people displaced by dikes is estimated to be 40 â€” 80 million throughout the universe
â€” a significant figure of these people are Indians the estimations vary, but the figure is likely to be around 4.
Fish food organisms will be highly affected by reduced flow rates and new species will invade areas with a
slow current. Inspector checks the dam for all types of conditions, water pipes, valves and floodgates and even
the quality of the water. The people get compensation, but the procedure is frequently long-drawn, and
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sometimes, the existent sick persons are non acquiring true value for the losingss incurred. It is said that the
H2O of Bhagirathi will be barely making Ganga.


